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Absolute Stability in Delay Equations 
1 
A standard technique for analydng the stability of zn equilibrium of a 
delay equation or system begins with linearization about the equilibrium. 
Then a characteristic equation is constructed. cxprcssing the condition that 
the linearized system have a solution each component of which is a con- 
stant multiple of c-‘. The condition for stability of the equilibrium is that ~11 
roots of the characteristic equation have negative real part. -4 fixed delay 1’ 
is reflected in the characteristic equation by terms (1 ‘-. Thus the charw- 
teristic equation frequently takes the form 
P(z)-t&(z)F .-=a ( 1 ;I 
For a differential-difference equation of retarded type of order II, the 
characteristic equation is of the form (1 j with I-‘(z) znd Q(z) polynomi.lts 
and P(r) having higher degree than Q(z). For a iincar system of diffcrez- 
Gal-diffcrencc equations 
where u is z vector and A and H arc constani square matrices, the chards- 
tcristic equation is 
dct[A+Bc “-z;7ij=O. 
which is of the form (1) if delay enters the system in such a way Iha? cxpan 
sion of the determinant does not produce products of exponential terms. In 
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many applications, the matrix R has few enough nonzero terms that this is 
the case. 
Another example is the delayed nonlinear renewal equation 
analyzed in [3]. The linearization at an equilibrium x x is 
” ;I, 
zr(l)==g’jx.) ) L~(I--7-,P)u(.s)ds, 
- 0 
with characteristic equation 
of the form (1) with 
(3) 
(4) 
I-‘(z) = 1, Q(z) = -g’(x,L ) J:,’ c 7‘u(s) L/s. 
In each of these examples Ihe functions P(z) and Q(z) are analytic in the 
right half-plane .%‘z 3 0 and Q(z)/&_-) --* 0 as jzI --t x with .%‘z 3 0. 
Thcrc are many results giving conditions under which all roots of (1) lie 
in the left half-plane for particular casts of functions P and Q. A recent 
result of Cooke and Van den Driessche [7] for a gcncral class of equations 
(1) considers the location of the roots of (1) as a function of the parameter 
7, 0 <T < ZX, and shows that under the hypotheses (6), (7): (8) below there 
are the following three possibilities: 
(i) The equation (I ) has a root in .Rr > 0 for all 7, 0 d 7 =c ,m. 
(ii) There is a finite number of values of t for which roots of (1) may 
enter or leave .%z 3 0, but for all sufficiently large z the equation (1) has a 
root in Rz30. 
(iii) All roots of (1 ) are in 9-7 < 0 for 0 <T < m. 
111 the cast (iii), the equilibrium whose linearization lcads to the charac- 
teristic equation (1) is asymptotically stable for all delays z. Such behavior 
has been called absolute stability of (1 ) in [Xl. An early general result of 
Chin [C,] is that the equation (2) exhibits absolute stability if and only if 
the cigenvalues of the matrix (A + H) all have negative real part and 
det[/l + BP - iyl] # 0 (5) 
for O<y<X, 067c:x. 
ABSOLUTE STABILlTY 1X DELAY L:Ql; ATiONS id: 
Our main result is that under the conditions 
the equation (I ) is absolutely stable. The proof rcquircs only the rcsuit of 
[7] together with some elementary complex analysis. WC shall also give a~ 
extension which applies when P(0) + Q(0) = 0, a cast which arises in mar,!: 
applications but for which (X) is not satisfied. 
2 
We begin this section with our main result. 
Proof: Since Y(Z) has no zeros in .%>O, the function Q(zj,‘P(zj is 
analytic in .HR~ 3 0. On a suficiently large semi-circle !z/ = K in %z3 0, 
IQ(z)lP(z)l <p < 1 because of (9), and ~Q(zJ:P(z)~ <p < I on the lint 
scgmcnt z = il.. -R 6 J< R because of (8). Sow, by the maximum 
modulus principle, ;Q(,-);I’(,-)1 < 1 in every large semi-circle in the right 
half-plane. Rut je”l > 1 in the right half-plane, and since (1 j is equivalent 
to 
there can be no root of (1 ) in the right half-plane for any z 3 0. 
For the characteristic equation (~1 -- Z) + be ‘- = 0, where P(z j = a - Y? 
Q(z) = /I, the condition that P(Z) have no zeros in .#z 3 0 Is a < 0. and the 
condition 1 Q(i~)l < 1 P(i.y)\ is hZ < a2 + .y2 for 0 < -I: c :x. Thus this equation 
is absolutely stable if u ~0 and Ib( < 1~). This result is known; see. for 
example, [IS], pp. 13&131]. However, even though this equation has been 
cited frequently in the literature on population biology. e.g., [ 10, p. 95] for 
u = 0, [S, 21. this absolute stability result has not become well known. For 
the dclaycd nonlinear renewal equation (3 j with characteristic equation 
(4), it follows immediately from Theorem 1 that the condition for absolute 
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stability! is ) g’(x,)l J;;- LI(.T) c/s < 1 [3]. For the characteristic equation of a 
linear differential-difference equation of order IZ, the result of Theorem 1 is 
a thcorcm of Repin [ 121. 
We shall now consider two examples, formulated in [l, pp. 44&450]. 
Roth will lead to the question of positivity of a quartic polynomial: and we 
will make use of the observation that the polynomial 
is positive for 0 d J < or, if and only if y > 0 and cithcr /I2 -4; < 0 or 
/3”-4;~30 and /I>O. 
Our first example concerns the equation 
(z*+uz+h)+ce r7=o, (10) 
with P(z) = z2 + NZ + h, Q(z) = c. The condition that P(z) # 0 for .% 2 0 is 
N > 0: 0 > 0. Since P(@) = (h - y2) + iu~., Q(-) = c: the condition jP(iy)l > 
ip( is (h -- J.*)’ + L&.-’ > c’, which reduces to 
f + (2 -2/g]:* + (b’- 2) > 0. (11) 
The condition (11) is satisfied if /.I’-- c2 > 0 and either a4 + 4c2 < 4a2h or 
a4 + 4c2 3 4u2h and a’ > 2/j. Thus the equation (10) is absolutely stable if 
and only if cithcr u > 0. h > 0, 6* > c’, and a4 + 4~’ < 4a”h or u > 0, h > 0, 
b’ > c’, u4 + 4c2 3 4a’h. and a2 > 2h. 
Our second example concerns the equation 
(22 + az + h) + c’ze IZ = 0 (12) 
with P(z) = z2 + uz + h: Q(z) = cz. The condition that P(z) # 0 for :9z 2 0 is 
fr>O, b>O. Since P(j)=(b-~*)+~uJJ, Q(&) = icy, the condition 
IP( > IQ(+)1 is (h - $)’ + u2).I > c*J’, which reduces to 
y4 + (a2 - c* - 2h)y2 + h2 > 0. 
This condition is satisfied if tither 
(u2 -c7-2/Q-4h2= (a’- C2)(U2-C2-44h) <o (13) 
or 
(U’-(‘2)(f~2-C2-4/7)>0 and (3 - (‘2 -2b>O. (14) 
If b>O then u’-c~>u~-c~ -4h, and (13) can be satisfied only if 
m’-c2>0, u* -CC* -4b ~0. The condition (14) is satisfied if and only 
if u2 - c2 - 4b > 0. Thus the equation (12) is absolutely stable if and only if 
u > 0. h > 0 and either 0 < u2 - c2 < 4h or (I’- C’ > 46: that is if and oni> 
if u > 0: h > 0, u’ > c*. 
The conditions (6) and (8) are necessary for Asolute stability in the 
sense that if (8) is violated it has been shown in [7] that there arc values !:f 
T for which (1) has roots in .% >, 0 and if (8) and (9) hold hut (6) is 
violated. then in any large semi-circle in the right half-plane, 
and Rouchk’s theorem shows that P(z) and P(z I -t Q(z) c ” have the same 
number of zeros in this semi-circle, so that ( 1) can not be absolutely stab& 
On the other hand, the condition (9) is not necessary for absolute stability. 
as may be seen immediately by taking P(z) == cQ(;) with c > 1. 
The argument used in Theorem 1 can bc extended immediately to the 
characteristic equation 
P(;j + i Q,(Z) c -12 = 0. 
/ -1 
where O<r, <Ti?_< ... < T,, under the conditions (6), 
This gives an absolute stability condition for firs: order differsntial- 
difference equations with several delays. 
3 
The condition P(0) + Q(O) # 0 in Theorem 1 implies that r = 0 is no: a 
root of (1 ) for any t B 0; if z = 0 is a root of (1) then the equilibrium of :hu 
delay equation which leads to the characteristic equation (I) is no1 
asymptotically stable. However, in some cases a characteristic equation 
may contain a factor z bccausc it has hecn derived from an insuffkiently 
specified problem. An integration plus an axiliary condition, which wo~11d 
hake the effect of removing this factor oT z: k needed to describe ihc 
problem completely. An example is the characteristic equation 
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derived in [4] to describe the variable maturation time stage-structure 
population model of Nisbet and Gurney [Ill: see also [9]. Here 
P(z) = z2 + (a + L’)? + h, Q(Z) = -uz - h. 
and Y(0) + Q(O) = 0. However, the proper form of the characteristic 




(LIZ + I?) = 0: 
z 
obscrvc that (1 -P- “)!I is analytic for .%i 3 0, but (I 8) is not of the form 
(I ). In order to analyze the equation (I 7), and other equations which have 
been put in the form (I ) by multiplication by a spurious fxtor -I: it would 
be useful to have an absolute stability result for (1) with P(0) + Q(O)=O. 
T~K:OKEM 3. S~rpposc zhaz P(z) and Q(z) m-e analytic in sonw open set 
corrtuining z 2 0, and sutisjj. the Jbllwing conditions: 
(i) P(z)#O,:3?z30. 
(ii) U(-il’)=P(i~),e(-i~)=e(il’),O~I.<~. 
(iii j P(O) + Q(O) = 0. 
(iv) lQ(iy)j < IP(i~.)ljbr O<J< x. 
(v) lim,=, _ x,,*I .,(, ‘Q(z)/P(z)l = 0. 
T/m rxwpt jbr- the root ,- = 0: cdl rools (?I’ ( 1 ) urc in 22 < 0 ji)r 0 < r < x.. 
Prooj: We apply Theorem 1 to the equation 
P(i) + cl+) + Q(z) e I3 = 0 (19) 
for sufficiently small E>O. Since 
P(0) + cP(0) + Q(0) = cP(0) # 0 
lQ(O,i =IP( < (1 +cj P(O)I, 
the hypotheses of Theorem I are satisfied for all small c > 0. Thus all roots 
of ( 19) lie in .%!z < 0 for sufficiently small c > 0. Because the roots of (I 9) 
depend continuously on E, the roots of (I ) must lit in .%i < 0. However, the 
condition (iv) guarantees that there are no roots of (1) of the form z = iy 
with 1; > 0. Thus cxccpt for the root -7 = 0, all roots of (1) are in .%z < 0. 
For the equation (17), the condition that f(z) # 0 for f&z 3 0 is u + c > 0, 
h > 0. Since (P(iy)(‘= ( -y2 + h)‘+ (u + c)‘h2 and iQ(iy)l’= h’+ u~J.~, the 
condition iQ(il.jl < IP( for 4: > 0 is J.~ + y’(2uc -t C’ - 2h) > 0 for j: > !:!: 
or h -=c UC + c’/2. Thus, except for the (~simple) root z = 0. all roots of ( 17) 
are in Mz < 0 for 0 6 r < x provided u + c > 0, 0 < b < ai: + ?/2. This gives 
an absolute stability condition for the equation (17). 
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